
Electronic Health Records

Convenient

Accurate

Flexible

Why Rely on Benchmark EHR?

Choosing an Electronic Health Records (EHR) system doesn’t have to be a difficult task. Benchmark EHR delivers the advanced 
functionality and flexibility you need along with superior support services to ensure your success. 

As a fully integrated EHR, Scheduling, Practice Management and Patient Portal solution, Benchmark Systems provides all the tools 
you need to increase revenue while improving patient care and productivity. See more patients, easily document interactions, and 
access medical records, diagnostic data, and more at the point of care. 

Expedite and track orders with Benchmark Systems CPOE module by connecting to any lab, radiology, practice management, or 
pharmacy system using our HL7 interface. Ensure compliance and continuity of care as we maintain and continually update all major 
�les, including ICD-10, CPT, drug and formulary data, and national pharmacy lists.  There’s also the option to load Medicare and other 
payer fee tables and track necessary measures required by MACRA/MIPS reporting.  

Best of all, Benchmark EHR does all of this without turning your practice inside out. Access information anytime, anywhere with our 
browser-based solution so there’s no expensive hardware or software to install, update, or maintain. This intuitive system is easy to 
use and unlike most EHRs, is easily customizable. With our flexible architecture templates and other content can be built and 
modi�ed dynamically meeting your individual needs. When it comes to helping you achieve success Benchmark EHR doesn’t stop at 
technology; We provide end-to-end implementation services and a variety of support and training options ensuring your entire sta� 
has the knowledge and confidence to utilize your new EHR system. 

As a web-based system, retrieve patient information anywhere, anytime and access all of your 
charts. Compatibility with point and click, touchscreen, and optional voice recognition makes data 
entry easy for everyone on your sta�. Benchmark EHR works with PCs, tablets, and hand-held 
devices to document patient encounters at the point of care. 

Avoid inadvertent under-coding as the system automatically recommends the correct E&M 
codes then sends ICD-10 and CPT codes directly to your billing system. Used with Benchmark 
Practice Management our Clinical Billing Module averages a 98 percent first-pass claims 
acceptance. The system easily captures information for current MACRA/MIPS reporting. Get 
direct access to the national drug database to track abuse and interactions. Health 
maintenance guidelines are at your �ngertips, reducing medical errors and improving 
patient care. 

Unlike most EHRs, Benchmark Systems adjusts to meet your practice needs and personal 
preferences. Choose from templates or free flowing data entry designed and used by doctors 
in 40+ board certi�ed specialties and subspecialties or modify our fully- customizable styles 
and even build templates dynamically. 



A Legacy Of Success

Patient Portal allows you to:
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Benchmark Systems maintains and continually updates all major files and key data so you can be 
assured that the information you rely on is always accurate and up to date. Use the internal 
messaging system to keep everyone in the office on the same page; send patient information 
alerts, accelerate care, and information exchange by tracking and sending records to labs, 
pharmacies, and referring doctors. Collaboration is easy as Benchmark EHR is compatible with 
many other healthcare systems. 

Patient and practice data are hosted in a SOC level 1, 2, and 3 compliant facility in the U.S. where 
con�dentiality, integrity, and availability of all systems is top priority. Benchmark EHR complies 
with the latest certi�cations, HIPPA, and other critical industry standards to protect your patients 
and your practice. 

Leveraging over 40 years of expertise Benchmark Systems helps healthcare providers lower costs 
and solve practice management issues. As a certi�ed EHR vendor we have the experience and 
expertise to help you significantly lower expenses. Our flexible advanced technology and superior 
customer service is the di�erence. Visit www.BenchmarkSystems.com to learn more or contact us 
to join the thousands of physicians in over 40 specialties who use Benchmark Systems integrated 
solutions suite, including Benchmark EHR, every day. 

“Remote access to my patients’ records 
improves patient care and makes me more 
e�cient.” 

Craig Petry, MD 
Wyndhurst Family Medicine 

“From the very beginning of our search for a 
new system/ software, we were impressed 
with Benchmark Systems. The system is user 
friendly. Our experience overall has been a 
pleasant one." 

Alan B, Birnkrant, M.D. 
IMERSHEIN & BIRNKRANT, PC 

Complete new patient intake forms
Request or check appointments
Check lab results
Order prescription re�lls
Message the clinic directly

Reliable

Secure

Telephone: 1-800-779-0902
HelloHealthcare@BenchmarkSystems.com

www.BenchmarkSystems.com


